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ABSTR
RACT
Project management
m
in construuction industry, in manny cases, iss
imperfect with respecct to the integgration of Occupational
O
l Health andd
OHS) risks. This
T
imperfecction exhibits
ts itself as coomplicationss
Safety (O
affecting the riskinesss of industtrial proceddures and iss illustratedd
HS within prroject teams.. Difficultiess
usually byy poor awarreness of OH
on OHS regularly came
c
about in the connstruction inndustry. Thee
a
in spitee
integratioon of OHS rissk is not systtematic in coonstruction areas
of progreessing laws and
a managem
ment system
ms. As projecct safety andd
risk evaluuation in construction inddustry is an important
i
isssue, thus, thee
way of dooing evaluattion and liabbility estimattion is necesssary. In thiss
paper, we propose a new systeematic appro
oach based upon Latinn
Hypercubbe Sampling (LHS) for integrating
i
o
occupational
l health andd
safety into
o project riskk evaluation. This approoach tries to identify andd
evaluate reinforcement effects in a sysstematic app
pproach forr
integratinng OHS riskss into projecct risk assesssment. Furthhermore, thee
proposed method alloows evaluatinng and compparing OHS risks beforee
dy is used too prove thee
and afterr the mitigaation plan. A case study
workabiliity, credibillity of thee risk evalluation appproach andd
uncompliccated integraation of OHS
S risks at a construction project.
p
Thiss
approach enables conntinual revalluation of crriteria over the
t directionn
of the prroject or whhen new infformation iss obtained. This modell
enables th
he decision makers such as projectt managers to integratee
OHS risks
ks toward schhedule plan and comparre them befoore and afterr
the mitigaation plan. The mention
ned model iss found to be
b useful forr
predictingg OHS riskss in constru
uction industtries and thhus avoidingg
accidents over the patth of the projject.
© 2015 IUST Publicatioon, IJIEPR, Vol.. 26, No. 4, All Rights
R
Reserved.

1. Introoduction1
Liao and Peerng (2008) and
a Niza et al.
a (2008) haave
discussed oon the subjeect matter of
o construction
work and hhigh-risk occcupational arrea in modeern
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soociety. That was resulted
d in by the combination
n
off many causees such as hiigh-risk charracteristic off
coonstruction work and poor knoowledge off
coonstruction workmen.
w
C
Cooke
(19977) and Gam
m
baates, et al. (2008) hav
ve mentioneed the mostt
effficient methhod to enhance safety perrformance iss
thhe preventioon of acciidents and decreasing
g
unncertainty before
b
its occurrence. Therefore,,
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Langford et al. (2000) and Jung et al. (2008) have
pointed that safety risk analysis is a based upon
when safety management is built and risk
evaluation becomes an essential task which forms
a part of safety management systems.
Aksorn and Hadikusumo (2008), Aneziris, et al.
(2008) and Visscher (2008) are suggestig to
improve safety performance and safety
professionals where they are the key for carrying
out the site assessments. Thus, safety
professionals’ understandings and conceptions of
safety risks will influence the quality and
credibility of risk assessment (Fung, et al., 2010).
Elimination of occupational risks leads to the
success of projects (Fung, et al., 2010, BarilGingras, 2006). Some also used linear assignment
for ranking the risks that is a deterministic
approach (Sayadi and et al. (2011), Arish and et
al. (2009). Others have used system dynamic
approach for quantitative risk assessment
(Nasirzadeh, et al., 2013) and FMEA approach
and system dynamics for new product
development (Zare Mehrjerdi and Dehghanibaghi,
2012). The purpose of this article is to present a
new systematic approach for the evaluation and
comparison of OHS risks before and after
mitigation actions. In this regard, a new procedure
for integrating occupational health and safety into
project risk evaluation based upon Latin
Hypercube Sampling is proposed. Hence, the
proposed approach is based upon known
techniques and tools as such as Latin Hypercube
Sampling instead of Monte Carlo analysis, expert
judgment, and the analysis of accidents and
incidents.
This paper is organized as follows: section 2
discusses the risk and risk management where it
gives its importance to the approach proposed,
The Latin Hypercube Sampling is outlined in
Section 3. Section 4 presents the methodology
including the conceptual model of the proposed
systematic approach. A case study is presented in
section 5. Comparing plan distribution is the topic
of section 6. Finally, author’s conclusion and
directions for future research is provided in
Section 7.

2.Risk and Risk Management
Kendrick (2003) indicated that uncertainty can be
explained as the occurrence that its likelihood of
the event sets between 0 and 1. As mentioned in
PMBOK®Guide (2008a) risk appears because of
uncertainty. Uncertainty can be delineated by
probability distributions. Beta or triangle

Conceptual Model Development using Latin Hypercube .

distributions are regularly used for modeling
uncertainty. Project Risk Management includes
the processes of conducting risk management
planning, identification, analysis, response
planning, and monitoring and controlling a project
(PMBOK®Guide 2008a)2. Liu and Guo (2009)
explained that the key step and basis of risk
management process is risk identification and its
extended challenges (Hagigi and Sivakumar
2009). OHSAS 18001 (2007) has stressed that by
lowering risk probability or its severity, we can
reduce the risks. Risk is clarified as the impact of
uncertainty on the achievement of targets
(ISO31000 2009). It is defined also as an innate in
the occupations of man and all companies (Badri,
Gbodossou and Nadeau 2012). Risk is a
combination of the probability and the
consequences of the occurrence of a specified
dangerous event (OHSAS 18001, 2007). “OHS
Risk’’ is the significance of a hazard, in terms of
the probability, and severity of an injury or illness
occurring as a result of the hazard. In chapter 3 of
the construction extension to the PMBOK®Guide
(2008b), PMI® gave an overview of the project
safety management processes. This procedure
includes ‘‘all activities of the project
sponsor/owner and the performing organization
which determine safety policies, objectives, and,
responsibilities so the project is planned and
executed in a manner that prevents accidents,
which cause, or have the potential to cause,
personal injury, fatalities, or property damage’’.
Term of safety management has been defined in
PMI® by both health management and safety
management. All aspects of project management
interact with project safety management
(Construction Extension to the PMBOK ®Guide
2008b).To manage and identify OHS risk
associated with a project, an organization requires
involvement and participation of each person who
has a role in the project such as specialists in risk
analysis, stakeholders, end users, experts,
customers, risk management team, project team
members, and the project manager (Hare and
Cameron 2006 ). Qualitative assessment remains
essential in prioritizing OHS risk (e.g. collecting
data, modeling techniques and expert opinion).
Qualitative assessment is often supplemented by a
quantitative review to the extent possible.
Following risk assessment, the process is
completed by adopting a risk control action plan
2

Project Management Body of Knowledge: a reference
work on project management,
edited by the Project Management Institute (PMI®).
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integrated into the project management process as
an indicator measuring the effectiveness of the
approach (PMBOK®Guide 2008a). In project
management, according to Aubert and Bernard
(2004) risk is defined as the combination of the
probability of occurrence and the impact of an
event. The equation as it was suggested by Aubert
and Bernard (2004) for calculating and
prioritizing risks at the end of the evaluation
phase is:
Risk (i) = Probability Undesirable event
(i) × Impact Undesirable event (i)

3.Latin Hypercube Sampling Theory
Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) is a statistical
approach for originating a sample of credible
aggregations of parameter values from a multi
dimensional distribution. The method was first
described by McKay, et al (1979). It was further
developed by Iman et al. (1981). When trying a
function of N variables the range of each variable
is divided into M equally probable intervals. M
sample spots are then placed to satisfy the Latin
hypercube requirements; note that this forces the
number of divisions, M, to be equal for each
variable. Furthermore, note that this sampling
plan does not require more samples for more
variables; independence is one of the main
utilities of this sampling plan. Another benefit is
that random samples can be taken one at a time,
remembering which samples were taken so far.
Maximum number of combinations for a Latin
Hypercube of M divisions and N variables
(dimensions) can be calculated with the following
formula as proposed by Iman et al. (1981):
(∏
) N-1= (M!) N-1
3-1. Latin Hypercube Sampling vs Monte
Carlo Simulation
Statisticians have developed different methods to
sample from distributions. If we could do an
infinite number of iterations in our simulation,
these approaches would produce equal results.
Nevertheless, since we use a finite number of
iterations, sampling methods do not produce
equivalent results. A sampling method is
considered more effective than another if it
approximates a distribution with less iteration
(Kaut and Wieland, 2001). There are two popular
sampling methods of Monte Carlo Simulation and
Latin Hypercube Sampling. Sampling is the
procedure by which values are randomly drawn
from the chosen distribution. As mentioned by
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Kaut and Wieland (2001) Monte Carlo simulation
draws samples from the full range of the
distribution on each draw. It is a completely
random sampling technique. Most observations
drawn are closer to the mean and create
clustering.
The tails (areas of high uncertainty) are generally
underrepresented in the sampling, whereas in
Latin Hypercube, samples from all parts of the
distribution, lessening clustering. It is not entirely
random (is a stratified sampling method). Latin
Hypercube divides a distribution into intervals of
equal probability and randomly draws from each
interval and ensures that all portions of the
distribution are sampled including the tails (areas
of high uncertainty). Owen (1997) have proven
that the variance of the number of the points (n(t))
of Latin hypercube sample, VLHS, is related to the
variance of the points of Monte Carlo sample,
VMC, by
if n(t)>1
Hence, Latin Hypercube Sampling is more
efficient than Monte Carlo sampling because it
requires less iteration. The master key to Latin
Hypercube Sampling is stratification of the input
probability distributions. Stratification divides the
cumulative curve into identical intervals on the
cumulative probability scale (0 to 1.0). The
sample is then randomly taken from the
stratification of the input distribution. Sampling is
forced to represent values in each interval, and
thus is forced to recreate the input probability
distribution. As a more effective sampling
method, Latin Hypercube offers great benefits in
terms of increased sampling effectiveness and
faster run-times (because of fewer iterations).
These profits are especially noticeable in a
personal computer based simulation environment
such as Pert master software. When running a
simulation, it is important that all areas of the
input distribution get sampled, especially the low
probability (high uncertainty) areas. If not,
uncertainty will seem less than it actually is. As
mentioned by Iman, R. L. (2008) Latin Hypercube
aids the analysis of situations where low
probability outcomes are represented in input
probability distributions
This property of Latin Hypercube sampling
allows having better and more accurate evaluation
of OHS risks. Stratification of the input
probability distributions enables the evaluation of
conditions where probability results are low.
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4. Methodology
This paperr proposes a conceptuual model for
f
integrating occupationaal health annd safety innto
project rissk evaluatiion based upon Lattin
Hypercube Sampling (L
LHS). We haave considerred
mposed of thhree elemennts
a model oof risk com
detailed bellow and the conventionaal steps of riisk
managemennt. The prop
posed approaach is dividded
into three phases of (1) risk identificcation; (2) riisk
evaluation aand (3) mitiggation actions. Our analyssis
is based uppon a model of risk com
mposed of thrree
principal elements: the risk factors,, the undesirred
d the impacts of undesirred
occurrence (event), and
del
occurrencess. The proposed concceptual mod
allows the decision makers succh as projeect
t
impacts of mitigation
manager too compare the
actions befo
fore and afteer mitigationns. In order to

Conceptu
ual Model Deevelopment ussing Latin Hyp
ypercube .

coontrol OHS risks, all of these elemeents must bee
iddentified and
d different causal linkks likely to
o
apppear in an area
a
of studyy must be cleared up ass
w as their procedures and the connditions thatt
well
trigger them. It should be noted thatt the projectt
suurroundings is made up of controllabble variabless
suuch as the eff
fficacy of heaalth and safetty measures..
A
Aubert
and Bernard
B
(20004) presenteed a similarr
appproach witthout specify
fying the im
mpact of an
n
unndesirable event. Thee causality links aree
iddentified by the evaluattors and determine how
w
thhe potential impact of a risk will be evaluated..
Each link (i) between a factor, an event and an
n
mpact thus defines a possible route off
im
cooncretization
n of a risk as an evennt having a
neegative impaact.

Fig.1. The links
l
in a rissk factors ap
pproach to risk
r analysiss; example inspired
i
from Aubert and Bernard
d
(2004).
prrocess that helps
h
decisionn-makers to find the bestt
Badri et al(22012) propossed a concepptual model for
f
annswer. This evaluation was
w limited to
t the causall
integrating occupationaal health annd safety innto
linnks that theyy identified in the first phase
p
of thee
project riskk evaluation based uponn multi-criterria
prroposed
without
evaluating
g
approach
comparisonn (AHP). As mentioned in
i Forman annd
reeinforcementt effects betw
ween risk faactors. Theirr
Selly (20022) AHP is not a magic formula or
reesearch didn''t have compparison of rissk factors in
n
model that finds the rig
ght answer. Rather, it iss a
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an attempt to identify and evaluate reinforcement
effects. In the following subsections of the paper,
in the structure of a case study we describe and
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analyze in more details the 3 phases of the
proposed approach used to manage OHS risks.

Pre-mitigated
plan

OHS risk factors
F1, F2, …,Fn

Undesirable event

E1, E2, …,En

Impacts of
undesirable
events

Risk strategies:
Threats (avoid,transfer, reduce, accept)
Opportunities (exploit, facilitate, enhance, reject)

Analyze Premitigated plan with
Latin Hypercube
Sampling

Comparison of
Pre-mitigated plan
and Post-mitigated
plan

Post-mitigated
plan

OHS risk factors
F1, F2, …,Fn

Undesirable event
E1, E2, …,En

Impacts of
undesirable
events

Analyze Postmitigated plan with
Latin Hypercube
Sampling

Fig. 2.Conceptual model for modeling of risk

5. Case Study
This study tries to avoid and mitigate the effects
of OHS delay factors which might harm the
completion of project on time. This project has
been implemented in Iran. In this study, OHS
integration was limited to the tasks handled by the
Health and Safety department that manages and
promotes worker health and safety. This case
study is about the installation of Void glasses on a
geometrical structure. In this project as mentioned
above 3 phases of project risk management (risk
identification, risk assessment, mitigation actions)
which are illustrated bellow has been
implemented.

In the structure of a case study, the proposed
approach, conceptual model for integrating
occupational health and safety into project risk
evaluation based upon Latin Hypercube Sampling
(LHS) was described and analyzed in 3 phases. In
this project, we analyze the impact of OHS delay
factors which can delay the project completion
time. With the aim of project manager and the
experts of Health and Safety department OHS
risks were identified and controlled. Also risk
evaluation and compering of pre and postmitigation plans are conducted by Pert master
software.
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Fig.3. Case
C
study: Installation
n Void Glassses on a Geoometrical Strructure

5-1. Phasee 1: Risk Rd
dentificatioon
Risk identiification neccessarily invvolves in the
t
identificatioon of the elem
ments of the risks. The riisk
model incluudes three eleements: (1) risk
r factors, (2)
(
undesirable events and
a
(3) the impact of
ubert and Bernard
B
20004,
undesirable events (Au
Nadeau, S.; Gbodossou, A. 2012). To
T
Badri, A.; N
identify theese mention
ned items thhe team ussed
organized systematic method
m
of riskk analysis. Fig.
ow
shows cauusal links, in which each arro
represents possible OHS risks related
r
to the
t
project.

5-2. Phasee 2: Risk Evvaluation
In this reesearch, the Pertmasterr software is
introduced. It is simillar to the most
m
planning
software ass it uses Laatin Hyperccube Samplinng
(LHS) forr simulatingg project time/cost
t
annd
m
realisticc project com
mpletion tim
me.
develops more
This projectt planning sooftware usess LHS analyssis
for scheduule risk anaalysis capabbility. It can
c
produce a hhistogram, prrobability deensity function
and cumullative probaability curvve (primaveera

4). Risk anaalysis using Pert Masterr
syystems, 2004
Sooftware alloows a projecct manager to
t analyze a
C
Critical
Path Method (C
CPM) projeect schedulee
ussing probab
bility distriibutions off the task
k
duurations. Too run risk analysis
a
in Pert
P
Master,,
firrstly it is neecessary to set
s up a CPM
M schedule,,
w
which
includees entering taasks and millestones and
d
addding logicc to definne task reelationships..
Seecondly, thee risk duration distributiion on each
h
taask is set up,
u which means
m
that each
e
task iss
asssigned minnimum, mostt likely, andd maximum
m
duurations. Thhe task relatiionships andd OHS riskss
arre added to the relatedd tasks. In Pert Masterr
sooftware we use
u risk registter to:
 Define risks (threeat and opportunity)
o
)
including risk owner,, causes, efffects, status,,
t
and custom impactss
probabilitty and cost, time
and fieldss.
 Track any
y detailed actions
a
used to mitigatee
the probaability and impact
i
of riisks using a
mitigationn plan.
ks to tasks and Work Breakdown
n
 Map risk
Structuress (WBS) item
ms.
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Define the impact a risk has onn each task or
WBS ittem it is mapped to.
Quantiffy the scheduule, cost, perrformance annd
environnment impactt caused by the
t risks on the
t
project.
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Compare Prre-Mitigationn and Posst-Mitigation
C
n
sccenarios.

Fig.4. Case study: Links Betw
ween Undessirable Even
nts, Their Riisk Factors and
a Their Im
mpact.
In our reseaarch, we useed triangle diistributions for
f
risk analysiis according to the expeert's view. The
T
most utilizaable likelihoood distributiions describbed
in the projeect managem
ment literaturee for modelinng
uncertainty are Beta annd Triangle (Hayse 20100).
Triangle disstributions can be repressented by thrree
approximatiions of opttimistic, pessimistic, annd
most likely values. Van
n Dorp and Duffey (19999)
gle
stated thatt the choicce of Betaa or Triang
distributionn to model activity duuration has a

mall effect onn simulationn results forr
soomewhat sm
tootal project duration.
d
Whhen a risk plan
p
is built,,
thhe mitigationn actions aree added as new
n
tasks to
o
thhe built risk plan. After mapping
m
thee risks to thee
taasks in the project,
p
the pre-mitigateed and post-m
mitigated
riskk plans can be
b built. Buiilding a risk
k
pllan creates a new scheduule that contaains the costt
annd schedule impacts. Thee pre-mitigatted model iss
buuilt using the probaabilities annd impactss
asssociated witth the pre-m
mitigated mapppings whilee
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the post-m
mitigated moodel is buuilt using the
t
probabilities and impactts associatedd with the post-

Conceptu
ual Model Deevelopment ussing Latin Hyp
ypercube .

mitigated maappings. Tabble 1 show
m
ws the pre-m
mitigated
and post-mitigatted plans.

Tab 1: Case studyy: mitigatioon plan (Pree-mitigatioon plan, Response, Posst-mitigatioon plan)

The overall impact of a risk is set too the highest of
i
is givven a numerric
all impacts.. Each risk impact
value: Neggligible=0, VL=1,
V
L=2, M=3, H=
=4,
VH=5. Thee highest of all the impaacts of these is
used to deteermine the overall
o
impacct. In this caase
study, a rissk register has
h 4 impacct types andd 5
impact vallues (VL, L,
L M, H and
a
VH). For
F
a
as follows: Coost
instance, iff a risk is assessed
impact = H,, Schedule im
mpact = N, Performance
P

mpact = N,
N Environm
mental imppact = N,,
im
Numerical im
N
mpact = 4 theen, the overaall impact iss
seet to H. The overall im
mpact is then combined
d
w the prob
with
bability to seelect the riskk score from
m
thhe probabilityy and impact scoring griid (figure 5)..
Iff the Probabiility of the risk
r
is abovee H then thee
risk score wo
ould be 24 (figure 5). IIn the scoree
coolumn, the reed squares arre the sign off being moree
risky while thhe yellow onnes are less risky
r
and thee
grreen ones aree acceptable..

Fig.5. Casse study: riisk matrix
5-3. Phasee 3: Mitigattion Action
ns
A hazard is
i a situationn, a conditiion or a thinng
that may bbe dangerouus to the saffety or heallth
of the woorkers. Theere are maany ways to

coontrol woorker's exxposure too hazardss
(ooccupationaal health and
a
safty-toool kit forr
sm
mall busineess 2011). Delay
D
of prrogress stilll
haappens in projects during construction
c
n
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process. C
Chris (19888) mentioned that ov
ver
80% of prrojects exceeed their sccheduled tim
me
even withh the em
mployment of softwaare
methods. W
When delayy occurs, coontractors caan
implementt mitigation actions to minimize th
he
effects off the delay
y factor. F
For reducinng
a
ve
identified rrisks some actions in administrativ
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annd engineeering conntrols andd personall
prrotective eq
quipment (P
PPE) are im
mplemented..
T plans which
The
w
are helped to coontrol OHS
S
riisks listed in
i a breakddown structture. Fig. 6
reepresents thhe nine mittigation acttions beingg
prroposed to control OH
HS risks inn this casee
sttudy..

Figg.6. Case Sttudy: Mitiggation Actions
P
Distrib
butions
6.Coomparing Plan
The data of case stuudy has beeen analyzeed
where the sample in figure 7 shhows three sw
OH
HS
curves reppresenting the plan without
risks (pinkk curve), pre-mitigationn model wiith
OHS riskss before mitigative
m
a
actions
(blu
ue
curve) andd post-mitiggation moddel with OH
HS
risks, when mitigattive actionns has beeen
implementted in the case study (green curvee).

As mentioneed before, this
A
t
paper is about thee
appplication of LHS sampling
s
a
and
createss
aw
wareness fo
or dealing with
w OHS risks
r
whichh
caan delay thee project com
mpletion tim
me. We usee
L
Latin
Hyperccube Sampling Insteadd of Montee
C
Carlo
for thee evaluationn of the dataa of the casee
sttudy. Each diagram iss obtained based
b
uponn
thhe LHS techhnique. Thee gap betweeen the threee
cuurves can be interpreteed as being an estimatee
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of the scheedule beneffit that is exxpected to be
b
gained from
m the mitig
gation at thee P80. In thhis
case studyy, we could reduce the time of
project forr 40 days with
w the im
mplementatioon
of the mitiigative actioons which mentioned in
section 5.33. Fig.7 inddicates thatt if we didnn't
consider O
OHS riskss in this project
p
at a
confidencee level of 80
0 % the projject delays 56
5
days but after im
mplementingg mitigativ
ve

Conceptu
ual Model Deevelopment ussing Latin Hyp
ypercube .

d
time reduces
r
to 116 days andd
acctions this delay
a gap betweeen these two times (40 days))
inndicates thaat our mittigative actions weree
beeneficial foor this casee study. Thhe standardd
deeviation off each plann also has shown inn
Figure 7. Inn this studyy, we just analyze
a
thee
mpact of OH
HS delay faactors whichh can delayy
im
thhe project coompletion time.

Fig.7. three s-cu
urves from different plans
p
show the effect of
o mitigatioon on the project
w the 80%
% highlighted.
unccertainty with
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7. Conclusion and Further work

[5]

Badri, A., A. Gbodossou, and S.
Nadeau. "Occupational health and
safety risks: Towards the integration
into project management." Safety
Science 50, (2012): 190–198.

[6]

Badri, A.; Nadeau, S.; Gbodossou, A.
"Proposal of a risk-factor-based
analytical approach for integrating
occupational health and safety into
project risk evaluation." Accident
Analysis and Prevention 48, (2012):
223– 234.

[7]

Baril-Gingras, G., Bellemare, M., Brun,
J.-P. "The contribution of qualitative
analyses of occupational health and
safety interventions: an example
through a study of external advisory
interventions." Safety Science 44,
(2006): 851–874.

[8]

Chris, W. "Risk-based scheduling and
analysis, software development manager
at Lexis_Nexis." PM network magazine,
(1988): 29-33.

[9]

Construction
Extension
to
the
PMBOK®Guide. Pennsylvania: Project
Management Institute, Inc, (2008)b.

The feasibility study focused on technical,

economical and environmental aspects and
did not integrate OHS with the conventional
risks. This research tried to create awareness
for dealing with the OHS risks which can
delay the project completion time and calls
for applying risk management for
construction projects. The mentioned model
is found to be beneficial for predicting OHS
risks in construction activities and thus
preventing accidents over the course of the
project. This model allows the decision
makers such as project managers to integrate
OHS risks toward schedule plan and compare
them before and after mitigative actions. The
research can be extended subsequently for
evaluating the effects of delay on the cost and
the quality of the work. Also in the case
study the application of LHS instead of
Monte Carlo method is considered and it
allowed having better and more accurate
evaluation of the OHS risks.
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